


Toms New York (Brooklyn, Manhattan) & New Jersey (Bayonne) Cruise Port Guide

Travel options to/from cruise terminals in New York and New Jersey.  Your travel may involve 
airplane and/or train, taxi/limousine, rental car, personal car, drop off at the port from a 
personal car, ship's transport bus, public bus, or interstate coach.  If you are lucky enough to 
spend some time in New York, I've included maps and links to the Official Visitor Guidebook, 
sources of free pdf maps, and travel tips.

There are three cruise ship terminals:
1. Manhattan Cruise Terminal   is in the heart of Manhattan, a few blocks west of Times Square.  There are 

many things to see and do within walking distance of the ship.  The city never sleeps; taxis and public 
transit are available around the clock, whether or not a cruise ship is in port.

2. Brooklyn Red Hook Cruise Terminal   is in a remote, industrial area.  There is nothing to see or do within 
walking distance of the terminal.  There are no cafes, shops, etc. in the terminal and taxis are ONLY in 
the terminal area when a cruise ship is embarking or disembarking passengers.  If you are staying on a 
cruise ship in port overnight, it's difficult to find transit to leave the port to visit tourist sites.

3. Cape Liberty Cruise Terminal   is in a remote, industrial area in Bayonne, New Jersey.  With the exception
of the Tear of Grief 911 Memorial, there is nothing to see or do within walking distance of the terminal.  
If you are staying on a cruise ship in port overnight, it's difficult to walk anywhere because it's 2 miles to
the 34th St. Light Rail Train Station.  Call a local Bayonne taxi for a ride to the Train Station.

GPS Coordinates

I list GPS Coordinates for important locations e. g. the docks, terminals, and tourist sites so you can find them
on a map.   The coordinates  can be used with any Microsoft  Bing or Google map format  such as  “map”,
“satellite”, “birdseye”, “earth”, and “terrain” to see detailed views of the location at any map scale.  
The coordinates can also be used in hand-held or vehicle GPS devices.  Set your device to input data in the
format of   Degrees, Minutes, and Seconds shown as N ddd° mm' ss.ss”,  W ddd° mm' ss.ss”  
You can copy and paste GPS coordinates from this guide into Google or Bing maps.  You can also type the
coordinates into Google maps.  You don't need to type the symbols for degrees, minutes, and seconds.  Replace
these symbols with “spaces” and type the letters, numbers, comma, and decimal points into the map.  

Example:  The Manhattan Cruise Terminal GPS coordinates =    N 40°46'05.6", W 73°59'47.4"
Type n 40 46 05.6, w 73 59 47.4  into the Google Map search box.  The map will find the location.

Table of Contents

CAVEAT

Information contained herein is believed to be accurate.  PLEASE verify the information you use for your travel
plans.  Opinions expressed are my own.  This port guide is protected by copyright law - see the last page of this
guide for legal notices.

Tom Sheridan
NOTE:  I would like to thank Elizabeth Appel and Stanley Sizeler for their help on this port guide.
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This map shows Manhattan, Brooklyn & Cape Liberty Cruise Terminals and Major Airports

Your Captain may announce the time of entry to the harbor so you can take photos as the ship passes under the Verrazano Narrows Bridge.
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Manhattan Cruise Terminal   (711 West 12th Ave)     GPS =  N 40°46'05.6", W 73°59'47.4"

See  http://www.nycruise.com/manhattan-terminal/

Manhattan is the premier cruise terminal.  It's in one of the best, most desirable areas of New York, not far from
Times Square.  There are many things to see and do in this area.  Transportation is convenient with “around the
clock” access to taxis and public transit.  The cruise terminal is 2 miles from Grand Central and Penn Train
Stations and there are several car rental agencies in the area.  

The cruise terminal occupies the West Side of 12th Avenue between 46th and 54th streets.  There are five (1000 
foot long) berths for cruise ships.   Photo below from the www.nycruise.com website.

Manhattan Cruise Terminal is only 2 miles from New York Penn and Grand Central Train Stations.
Manhattan Train Stations are major transportation hubs offering many services for travelers including:

• Luggage storage-  Short term Stow is 3 blocks from Penn Station at 270 West 36th Street, New York,
See  www.shorttermstow.com/   I keep passports and valuables with me in my camera back pack.

• Car rental – Avis car rental is across the street from Penn Station at 220 West 31st Street.  
• Fast airport transport via AirTrain rail links.  
• Train connection to 500 stations throughout 47 states via Amtrak.
• Bus connections throughout New York and New Jersey.

The Port Authority Bus Terminal, at W 8th St and W 41 St, is a major hub for public transit.

Exploring New York 
My approach is a three step process; namely, get 1) a list of things to see and do, 2) maps to see the relationship
between the cruise ship dock and tourist sites, and 3) information on travel options to explore the area.

Download the Official New York Visitor Guide pdf from http://www.nycgo.com/official-nyc-guides/
This 254-page guide is an outstanding and comprehensive introduction to New York.  It's the “bible”.

Download a free 229-page attractions guidebook pdf from http://www.newyorkpass.com/En/ny-Guidebook/
Enter your first name and email address to get a code to download the guidebook.  It takes a while to download 
all 229 pages to your computer's memory.  It's a huge file.  
After  it  is  downloaded,  you can view it  and print  individual  pages,  a  range of  pages,  or  the entire  entire
guidebook.  If you have software to create a pdf printer, you can save the guide as a pdf file.  I found the file is
too large to print/save it as a single pdf file so I printed/saved pages 1-123 as one pdf file and pages 123-229 as
a  separate  pdf  file.   This  guidebook  has  an  incredible  amount  of  detail  on  New  York  area  attractions.
Information is presented in multiple languages.
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Manhattan map between Central Park and Greenwich Village
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Download FREE pdf maps of Manhattan and New York City
The problem with many free maps is they're cluttered with advertising.  They may be paper maps that I can't
install on my tablet, or on-line maps requiring that I'm connected to the internet.  I prefer pdf maps because I
can install them on my tablet and print out selected pages if I want a paper copy.

This   two-page pdf map   is excellent  .  It covers 21 tourist sites and 53 restaurants considered to be the best in 
Manhattan.  The map covers from Central Park to the southern tip of Manhattan.  Download from 
http://www.sitesandbites.com/maps/manhattan.pdf

This   nine-page, pdf map   is very legible map and it covers ALL of Manhattan.    Download from
http://www.vazyvite.com/photo_us/2008_New-York/plan-new-york/New-York-Manhattan-carte-plan-map.pdf

Government agencies are a source of FREE, high resolution, pdf maps showing bus routes, bicycle routes, etc.
Whether or not you are riding a bus or a bike, you'll find these maps useful.  Move the map around on your
computer screen and magnify sections to the scale you need to see detail.  I use Windows-PrintScreen to save
detailed images of the areas I plan to visit as my personal maps on my tablet. 

Download the Manhattan Bus Map, see http://web.mta.info/nyct/maps/manbus.pdf  

Download the Bicycle Maps of New York, see http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/bicyclists/bikemaps.shtml
Below is a section of the Bicycle Detail Map of Manhattan. 
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Getting around in Manhattan
If you are lucky enough to stay on your cruise ship overnight or have scheduled extra time before or after your
cruise, explore Manhattan.  Unless you are on a bus tour, you'll walk, use taxis, and public buses.

Use Google Maps to create personalized maps for your walking tour.

Google recognizes the cruise terminal and tourist sites in New York by name so you don't need street addresses.

Example: To create a walking route map, type “Manhattan Cruise Terminal”, “Times Square”, “Rockefeller
Plaza” and “Central Park S” as destinations.  Then click on the walking man icon.  The map below appears.
Use Windows-PrintScreen to save the map to your tablet.

Estimating Taxi Fares

There are several taxi fare calculators on the web.   I use    www.taxifarefinder.com/main.php?city=NY

This website does a good job of recognizing locations by name; you don't need street addresses.  As you type,
the website shows a list of names.  Click on the name you want.  Output data includes a map, estimated travel
time, and a range of fares depending on traffic.  The estimated fares include a 20% tip.  

Example:  Enter “Central Park South” and “Manhattan Cruise Terminal”.
The website shows the distance as 1.5 miles for a 7 minute ride in light
traffic.  The fare is $ 10.69 in light traffic and $ 21.82 in heavy traffic.
There is also a $ 1.00 surcharge during the hours of 4-8 pm, M-F.  

Taxis are expensive, but convenient.  New York residents usually walk and
use low cost public transit to get around the city.
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HopOn Bus Tour of New York
Gray Line offers a number of HopOn Bus Tours of Manhattan and Brooklyn 
see   http://www.newyorksightseeing.com/category.php?cat=NYCT

Download a FREE pdf map of the tour route from      
http://www.newyorksightseeing.com/images/GLFall14MAP.pdf

I have duplicated the Gray Line Bus Tour pdf map on three pages below
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This is the second page of the Gray Line Bus Tour Map  

The bus tour includes a Brooklyn loop, but you MUST buy or validate tickets for the bus in Manhattan.
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This is the third page of the Gray Line Bus Tour Map

I have not taken this bus tour, but Ive found that HopOn bus tours are an excellent way to explore large cities.
Whether or not you are planning to use this bus tour, be sure to visit the website to review descriptions of the
tours and download this FREE pdf map showing the route and tourist sites.  Considering the hassle of walking
around the city or paying for taxis, you may find the HopOn bus is a good tour option.
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Using Google Maps to Search for Rental Cars Near Manhattan Cruise Terminal

Google Maps recognize the word “near” allowing you to search for businesses “near” a location.  
Example:  Enter “Rental Car near Manhattan Cruise Terminal” in the Google Maps search box.

Google places a down-pointing arrow in a circle on the map at Manhattan Cruise Terminal and shows car rental 
locations in the area.  Look for this down-pointing arrow and move the map around so the arrow is 
always visible as your reference point.  You can magnify the map to see more rental agencies.  The 
advertisers on Google get priority coverage on the map below.  

When returning to the US on trans-Atlantic cruises, I've rented cars in Manhattan and driven home to Central
Pennsylvania.  I caution you that drop-off fees for a rental car are very high.  Also, if you are planning to tour
New York city in a rental car, be advised that parking space is very limited and parking is very expensive!!!  

Arriving in Manhattan by Train 
Amtrak trains connect to 500 stations in 47 states.  For schedules and pricing, see www.Amtrak.com    Enter
“New York - Penn Station, NY (NYP)” as the code for the train station near the Manhattan Cruise Terminal.

We've taken Amtrak trains to Manhattan from Central Pennsylvania.  Our train route takes 2 ½ hours.  This is a
significant time saving vs. getting to an airport 2 hours early for security inspection plus flight time plus 40-90
minutes taxi time from the New York/New Jersey airport to the Manhattan Cruise Terminal.
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Amtrak trains are clean and run on time with no delays due to weather.  Train travel is low-stress compared with
the hassle of crowded airports, security, and no knee-room on the plane.  Train seats are comfortable and you
can walk around.  You can use your phone and WiFi is available.  And, there is no weight limit on luggage!  

It's a 1.9 mile, 8 minute taxi ride from New York Penn Train Station to Manhattan Cruise Terminal.  The taxi
fare is ~ $ 12.  The taxi drops you off at the entrance to the terminal where an attendant takes your luggage.

If you have access to Amtrak trains in your area, consider train travel to/from Manhattan Cruise Terminal.  

Penn Station (W 31st to 33rd Streets between 7th  and 8th Avenues)  GPS =   N 40°45'02.8", W 73°59'38.0"
Penn Station is on Manhattan's West Side, just below Midtown.  This is the central station for train service by
Amtrak, Long Island Railroad and New Jersey Transit, PATH.  The station also serves subway lines A, C, E, 1,
2 and 3 and buses including M4, M5, M6, M7, M34 and Q42. 

Penn Station is fully equipped to handle the thousands of passengers passing through every day. Information
booths  are  plentiful  on  the  main  concourse,  and  there  are  restaurants,  an  enclosed  waiting  room,  public
restrooms and car rental offices nearby.

Grand Central Station (89 E 42nd Street)     GPS = N 40°45'10.8", W 73°58'37.5"
Park Ave. and E. 42nd St.(between Lexington and Vanderbilt Aves. 

Grand Central is served by Metro-North Railroad, the second-largest commuter train line in the United States
serving 121 stations in seven New York State counties —Dutchess, Putnam, Westchester, Rockland, Orange,
Bronx and New York Manhattan— and Connecticut's New Haven and Fairfield counties. 

Grand Central Depot opened in 1871 at 42nd Street, the southern limit for steam engines of the Hudson, New
Haven, and Harlem Railroads.  In 1854, the city banned soot-belching steam engines below 42nd Street to keep
them far from New York’s populated heart.  Trains arriving from the north unhitched their  engines at  42nd
Street, and towed passenger cars the last few miles downtown by horse.

The Main Concourse is 88,000 square feet with giant arching windows and a 12-story ceiling painted with stars
and gilded zodiac constellations.  It's considered one of the most beautiful and largest train stations in the world.
It houses many stores and eateries and is well worth visiting whether or not your are traveling by train.

Arriving at Manhattan Cruise Terminal in a Personal Car
Dropping Off Friends at the Cruise Terminal with Their Luggage

Signs approaching the Manhattan Cruise Terminal direct drivers to enter the parking garage to drop off 
passengers with their luggage for the cruise ships.  

DO NOT DRIVE INTO THE GARAGE UNLESS YOU ARE WILLING TO PAY A $ 35 DROP OFF FEE!!!!

Manhattan Cruise Terminal Parking Rates Effective January 01, 2014

Daily Rate: Up to 10 Hours
(For drop offs/visitors)

$35.00

Cruise Parking
1 to 10 nights

$40.00/per night

Extended Cruise Parking
11 to 30 nights

$400.00

To avoid the drop-off fee, drop your friends off with their luggage on West 12 th Avenue near West 52nd Street.
Pedestrians can walk with their luggage into the parking garage and take an elevator to the cruise terminal level.
See the photo of the next page.
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Pedestrian Entrance/Exit to Manhattan Cruise Terminal Parking Lot on 12th Avenue at W 52nd Street

When disembarking a ship, you'll find a long line for taxis at the upper terminal exit.  I take the elevator to the
street level, walk out of the parking garage at this intersection, cross the street, and flag down a cab.

Driving to the Manhattan Cruise Terminal  
I program the GPS coordinates of  N 40°46'05.6", W 73°59'47.4" into my GPS.  The nice lady in my GPS talks
to me, gives me directions, and displays maps.

However, I want to know how traffic signs will
direct me as I get close to my destination.  Heavy
traffic  in  New  York  can  be  distracting.   Large
trucks may block my view, and I don't have much
time to decide where to change lanes. 
I use Google “street level” photos to preview the
last mile of my route.  Enter GPS coordinates for
Manhattan Terminal and magnify the map.  Drag
the “little yellow man icon” onto the map near the
destination.  Move and rotate the icon to see the
intersection  approaching  the  terminal.   I  use
“PrintScreen”  to  save  the  images  on  my
computer, print them, and carry them with me.         Signage on southbound W 12th Ave near W 54th Street

Travel Options between Manhattan Cruise Terminal and the Airports 
• AirTrain Runs Between JFK or Newark Airport and Manhattan Penn Train Station
• The Cruise Line Airport Transfer
• Taxi
• Limousine Service

AirTrain
I have not used the AirTrain.  I'm sure it's fine for people with no, or limited luggage.  I would be concerned
about schlepping our two, very large, and heavy suitcases through rail terminals, turnstiles, and onto train cars.  

Newark Liberty International and John F. Kennedy Airports have dedicated AirTrain services that connect to
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adjacent commuter rail (and Subway services, in the case of J.F.K.).  AirTrain offers low cost and fast travel that
is not restricted or slowed by rush hour street traffic that slows taxis and buses.

From Newark Liberty Airport to Penn Station in Manhattan, AirTrain is a 30-minute ride at a cost of $ 12.50. 
From JFK Airport to Penn Station in Manhattan, AirTrain is a 35-minute ride at a cost of $ 15.50
NOTE:  You'll have to pay a minimum of $ 12.50 for a taxi from Penn Station to Manhattan Cruise Terminal

AirTrain Maps for Newark Liberty & JFK International Airports

Note: there are two “Penn Stations”, one in Newark, New Jersey, and one in Manhattan, New York.

Take the AirTrain from JFK airport to Jamaica Station, Transfer to LIRR to Penn Station in Manhattan.
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There is  no AirTrain service to/from LaGuardia Airport.   On January 20,  2015, Governor Andrew Cuomo
proposed a $ 450 million AirTrain.  Critics argue the proposed new AirTrain rail link will not offer any time
saving compared with existing public transit serving LaGuardia Airport.

Sources of  information on the airports and the AirTrain
Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), see  http://www.panynj.gov/airports/newark-liberty.html
AirTrain at Newark Liberty International Airport, see  http://www.panynj.gov/airports/ewr-airtrain.html

John F Kennedy International Airport (JFK), see  http://www.panynj.gov/airports/jfk.html
AirTrain at John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK) , see   http://www.panynj.gov/airports/jfk-airtrain.html

LaGuardia International Airport (LGA), see http://www.panynj.gov/airports/laguardia.html

The Most Common Transit Methods Between Airports and Cruise Ships Are:
Ship's Airport Transfer, Taxis, and Limousines

Ship's Airport Transfer

To establish a “reference” for travel option between the airport and cruise terminal, get the airport transfer cost
and time from your cruise line.  Compare it with other travel options.  The travel time estimate for the ship's
airport bus is probably accurate.  Cruise lines need accurate travel time data to prepare their schedule for airport
transfers.  Travel time for a taxi or limousine should be the same as the ship's airport bus.

Usually, a taxi or limousine can save money for a couple because fares are per vehicle.  The ship's transfer price
is per person.  Although the ship's transfer is more expensive, I find it very convenient, low-stress travel.  I don't
have to stand in line waiting for a taxi.  I just get on the ship's bus and relax.  Traffic delays are not a concern
because it's a fixed rate.  If you're on the bus for a long time, the toilet on the bus is convenient.

Taxi

Taxi fares and rules are complex.   see  http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/passenger/taxicab_rate.shtml
• New York taxis do not charge for additional passengers or bags.  However, taxis from Newark Liberty 

Airport in New Jersey can charge additional fees for luggage larger than 24 inches.
• The taxi meter typically reads $ 3 when you get into the cab.
• The metered rate is $ 2.50/mile.  When the taxi is in slow traffic or stopped, the metered rate is 50

cents/minute.  A one-hour delay due to slow or stopped traffic will add ~ $ 30 to your taxi fare.
• Passengers must pay all bridge and tunnel tolls.  Toll 2015 prices are $ 9.75 (off-peak) and $ 11.75 (peak

hour) for each bridge and tunnel.     see  http://www.panynj.gov/bridges-tunnels/tolls.html 
• Taxi drivers are not required to accept $ 20 or larger bills.
• Taxis accept cash and have readers for passengers to swipe their credit/debit/prepaid cards.  There are no

minimum fares nor surcharges for paying with a card for taxis originating in New York.  However, taxis
from Newark Liberty Airport in New Jersey charge a $ 5.50 surcharge for using a credit card. 

• “Flat rate fares” are available for a few routes so travel time does not affect the taxi fare.  
• Tipping the taxi driver 15-20% is customary and highly recommended.  

A Fast and Simple Way to Estimate Taxi Fares

I use    www.taxifarefinder.com/main.php?city=NY    It's user-friendly recognizing locations as you type them.
Type the name of your airport and “Brooklyn Cruise Terminal”, “Cape Liberty Cruise Port”, or “Manhattan
Cruise Terminal”.  The website instantly shows a map and the range of fares you would pay depending on time
of day, traffic, and route.  The fare includes a 20% tip, but does not include tolls.  Add $ 9.75 to the fare for each
bridge or tunnel shown on the route map.  There are often alternate routes and pricing.  This website is slick!

JFK to Manhattan Cruise Terminal Data from TaxiFinder Website
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The www.taxifarefinder.com/main.php?city=NY website estimates these taxi fares:

“John F Kennedy Airport” to “Manhattan Cruise Terminal”:
Metered fare (including 20% tip) = $ 69 to $ 95 (depending on traffic) add $ 9.75 for tolls and a few, 
nominal surcharges.  The ” flat rate” fare is $ 52 add 20% tip plus $ 9.75 for tolls.

“LaGuardia Airport” to “Manhattan Cruise Terminal”
Metered Fare = $ 37 to 69  (including 20% tip).  Add $ 9.75 for tolls.  Add a few nominal surcharges.

“Newark Liberty International Airport” to “Manhattan Cruise Terminal”
Metered Fare =$ 60 to 82 (including 20% tip).  Add $ 19.50 tolls.  Add a few nominal surcharges.

Limousine Service 
There are several limousine services.  The advantage of a limousine is that you don't have to stand in long lines
for a taxi.  The limousines are comfortable and arrange pick up based on arrival of your flight.  Most limousines
offer a flat rate service.  You have to pay tolls and are expected to pay a 20% tip.  

Many limousine websites are not user friendly and do NOT recognize the cruise terminals by name.  If the 
website needs a “street address” for the cruise terminal building, use these addresses.  

Street Addresses for Cruise Terminals

Cruise Terminal Building # Street Borough/City State

Manhattan 711 12 Avenue Manhattan New York

Brooklyn 72 Bowne Brooklyn New York

Cape Liberty 14 Port Terminal Blvd Bayonne New Jersey

Do a web search for limousine services.  I picked the Dial 7 Limousine Service at   http://www.dial7.com/

Prices below are flat rate in a standard sedan.  The fare is NOT dependent on traffic delays. Tolls add ~  
$ 7.50 per bridge or tunnel depending on the route.  Add a 20% tip.  The more luxurious vehicles are 
higher fares than for the standard sedan fares below.

   John F Kennedy Airport to Manhattan Cruise Terminal = $ 48 flat rate in a standard sedan.  
   LaGuardia Airport to Manhattan Cruise Terminal = $ 34 flat rate in a standard sedan.
   Newark Liberty International Airport to Manhattan Cruise Terminal = $ 48 flat rate in a standard sedan.

Brooklyn Red Hook Cruise Terminal   GPS =  N 40°40'55.3", W 74°00'51.8"
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Brooklyn Cruise Terminal Detail Map

During embarkation, the road to the cruise terminal is crowded with very long lines of taxis and limousines.  A fellow-passenger told me she paid 
$ 200 to the Brooklyn Terminal.  She said the fare was high due to long lines of slow moving and stopped cars at the terminal.  By my calculations, a
one-hour delay in a taxi should only add $ 30 to the fare.  Obviously, it's important to know the cost of delays for your airport transit method.  

For details on the port, see    http://www.nycruise.com/brooklyn-terminal/    and    http://www.brooklyn.com/cruiseterminal.html  

The street address for the port entrance gate is 72 Bowne Street, Brooklyn New York.  

Parking Rates Effective April 2014
Short Term (Up to 1 Hour) $7.00     Short Term (Up to 2 Hours)    $8.00    Short Term (Up to 6 Hours) $13.00
Daily Rate (10 Hours) $18.00   Overnight Rate (24 Hours)   $23.00     Day Rate After 1st Day (Multi Days) $20.00
Monthly $480.00
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The Brooklyn Cruise Terminal is in an industrial area.  Around the port, there's open space, warehouses, and
vacant buildings.  The rest of the area is residential.  There are no tourist sites in this area.  Taxis are only in the
port area when passengers are embarking or disembarking cruise ships.

If You Are Staying on a Ship in Brooklyn Overnight, PLAN AHEAD on How to Tour New York

Comments by Stanley Sizeler

I stayed overnight on my cruise ship at Brooklyn Terminal.  There is nothing within walking distance and 
the cruise terminal has no café, bar, nor restaurant.  There's only a rack with some pamphlets on 
Manhattan sights.  NYC sightseeing buses do not stop at Brooklyn Cruise Terminal.

One of the guards told me that taxis are only at the terminal when cruise ships have arrival/departures.  
Princess no longer offers a shuttle from the pier into Manhattan because most people travel on their own.

I could not find a subway or bus line so I hitched (literally) a ride into NYC, tipped the driver, and took the 
subway to the museum.  I returned on the subway to the nearest point to the Brooklyn Cruise Terminal.  The
location appeared to be in a relatively dangerous neighborhood.  After waiting 30-40 minutes, I caught a 
cab.  The driver told me that there were few cabs in the area because locals don't use taxis very often.

My tablemates had reserved a car from Hertz to pick them up at the cruise terminal.  They were unfamiliar 
with New York and concluded renting a car was a mistake.  Parking space was very limited and parking 
cost was $ 15/hour to visit museums, Empire State Bldg., Radio City, etc.  

If you are staying on a ship overnight in Brooklyn, I suggest you plan ahead on how you will travel to 
tourist sites from the isolated location of the Brooklyn Cruise Terminal.

Stanley Sizeler
Comments by Tom Sheridan

First, I would like to thank Stanley for calling this travel issue to my attention.  I have not stayed on a 
cruise ship overnight at Brooklyn Terminal and had not thought about these problems.  Tom

Plan how to explore the New York area from the isolated location of Brooklyn Port.
Safety can be an issue when you are traveling alone, at night, in an unfamiliar, remote industrial area of a big
city.  Conversely, safety is less of an issue in tourist areas with lots of people, taxis, open shops, restaurants, etc.
Hence, my goal would be to find safe and convenient travel between the cruise terminal and tourist sites.
Taxis
I believe the easiest and safest way to leave/return the Brooklyn Cruise
Terminal is to call a taxi.  Before my cruise, I'd get phone numbers for a few
of taxi companies and contact them to verify there are no problems getting a
cab at the terminal when the ship is not embarking or disembarking.  I'd carry
my cell phone so I would always have access to a taxi.

MTA Bus 61 passes near the entrance gate to the Brooklyn Port

Use the TripPlanner at the MTA website =    http://alert.mta.info/  as shown
at right.  This website is user friendly and changes the choices for destination
as you type.  When you see the destination you want in the list click on it.

I entered  From “Brooklyn Cruise Terminal” to “Prospect Park 
and chose “Prospect Park (Empire Blvd, Flatbush)” as my destination.

The website displays several different route options, connections, walking
distance, and time and cost for the bus.  The website also has an option to
display maps for the entire route which you can enlarge to see the details. 
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Bus from Brooklyn Cruise Terminal to Prospect Park (Empire Blvd, Flatbush)

Travel itinerary at left
Leaving from the bus stop near 
the port gate entrance, it's a 49 
minute, $ 2.50 bus ride to 
Prospect Park including the 
transfer from Bus 61 to Bus 41.

Bus Route Map showing Buses
B-61 and B-41                 Bus B61 stop just outside the port gate

Walking distance from the Brooklyn Cruise Terminal to the port gate at Imlay St and Bowne St is 0.53 miles.  
Add 0.1 miles to walk to the B 61 bus stop.  

For comparison, a 3.9 mile, 14 minute taxi ride from Brooklyn Cruise Terminal to Prospect Park is $ 20 to $ 40,
depending on traffic.  The 49 minute, $ 2.50 bus ride is a bargain!
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Download the FREE pdf Bus Map of Brooklyn from http://web.mta.info/nyct/maps/busbkln.pdf
Enlarge the map on your computer and use PrintScreen to save sections of the map.
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Prospect Park is a huge area with the Brooklyn Public Library, Museum, Botanical Garden, Audubon 
Center, Zoo, and more!
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The main tourist sites in Brooklyn are east and north of the cruise terminal along Flatbush Avenue.   

The Ice Cream Factory is next to the dock for ferry boats.

There are many interesting tourist sites in Brooklyn, well worth visiting.  

Download a FREE, 4-PAGE, pdf map of Brooklyn Tourist Site  from    
http://www.vazyvite.com/photo_us/2008_New-York/plan-new-york/Brooklyn_map_carte_plan.pdf

If I were staying overnight on a ship at Brooklyn Cruise Terminal, I'd take Bus 61 in the morning to connect to
the transit system and either go to Manhattan or spend the day exploring Brooklyn.  

At the end of my tour, it might be late at night.  I'd call a taxi to return to the ship.  I would not walk near any
industrial port area late at night.  
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The Most Common Transit Methods Between Airports and Cruise Ships Are:
Ship's Airport Transfer, Taxis, and Limousines

Ship's Airport Transfer

To establish a “reference” for travel option between the airport and cruise terminal, get the airport transfer cost
and time from your cruise line.  Compare it with other travel options.  The travel time estimate for the ship's
airport bus is probably accurate.  Cruise lines need accurate travel time data to prepare their schedule for airport
transfers.  Travel time for a taxi or limousine should be the same as the ship's airport bus.

Usually, a taxi or limousine can save money for a couple because fares are per vehicle vs. the ship's transfer
price per person.  Although the ship's transfer is more expensive, I find it very convenient, low-stress travel.  I
don't have to stand in line waiting for a taxi.  I just get on the ship's bus and relax.  Traffic delays are not a
concern because it's a fixed rate.  If you're on the bus for a long time, the toilet on the bus is convenient.  

There could be a significant wait in a taxi or limousine due to the long, slow moving, and stopped taxis arriving
at the port.  The problem is due to the poor layout of the road in front of the terminal.  Taxis and limousines
have to stop every few minutes so all passengers and luggage can cross the road to the terminal.  The taxis and
limousines do not unload passengers and luggage until they are in front of the terminal.

Taxi

Taxi fares are complex.   see  http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/passenger/taxicab_rate.shtml
• New York taxis do not charge for additional passengers or bags.  However, taxis from Newark Liberty 

Airport in New Jersey can charge additional fees for luggage larger than 24 inches.
• The taxi meter typically reads $ 3 when you get into the cab.
• The metered rate is $ 2.50/mile.  When the taxi is in slow traffic or stopped, the metered rate is 50

cents/minute.  A one-hour delay due to stopped traffic will add ~ $ 30 to your taxi fare.
• Passengers must pay all bridge and tunnel tolls.  Toll prices (2015) are $ 9.75 (off-peak) and $ 11.75

(peak hour) for each bridge and tunnel.     see  http://www.panynj.gov/bridges-tunnels/tolls.html 
• Taxi drivers are not required to accept $ 20 or larger bills.
• Taxis accept cash and have readers for passengers to swipe their credit/debit/prepaid cards.  There are no

minimum fares nor surcharges for paying with a card for taxis originating in New York.  However, taxis
from Newark Liberty Airport in New Jersey charge a $ 5.50 surcharge for using a credit card. 

• “Flat rate fares” are available for a few routes so travel time does not affect the taxi fare.  
• Tipping the taxi driver 15-20% is customary and highly recommended.  

A Fast and Simple Way to Estimate Taxi Fares

I use    www.taxifarefinder.com/main.php?city=NY    It's user-friendly recognizing locations as you type them.  
Type the name of your airport and “Brooklyn Cruise Terminal”, “Cape Liberty Cruise Port”, or “Manhattan 
Cruise Terminal”.  The website instantly shows a map and the range of fares you would pay depending on time 
of day, traffic, and route.  The fare includes a 20% tip, but does not include tolls.  Add $ 9.75 to the fare for each
bridge or tunnel shown on the route map.  There are often alternate routes and pricing.  This website is slick!

Taxi Fares per www.taxifarefinder.com/main.php?city=NY  website

“John F Kennedy Airport” to “Brooklyn Cruise Terminal”:
Metered Fare = $ 58 to $ 92  (including 20% tip).   Add a few nominal surcharges.

“LaGuardia Airport” to “Brooklyn Cruise Terminal”
Metered Fare = $ 47 to $ 72  (including 20% tip).   Add a few nominal surcharges.

“Newark Liberty International Airport” to “Brooklyn Cruise Terminal”
Metered Fare =$ 64 to $ 93 (including 20% tip).  Add $ 19.50 tolls and a few nominal surcharges.
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Limousine Service 
There are several limousine services.  The advantage of a limousine is that you don't have to stand in long lines
for a taxi.  The limousines are comfortable and arrange pick up based on arrival of your flight.  Most limousines
offer a flat rate service.  You have to pay tolls and are expected to pay a 20% tip.  

Most limousine websites are not user friendly and do NOT recognize the cruise terminals by name.   For these 
websites, you'll need the “street address” for the cruise terminal building.  

Street Addresses for Cruise Terminals

Cruise Terminal Building # Street Borough/City State

Manhattan 711 12 Avenue Manhattan New York

Brooklyn 72 Bowne Brooklyn New York

Cape Liberty 14 Port Terminal Blvd Bayonne New Jersey

Do a web search for limousine services.  I picked the Dial 7 Limousine Service at   http://www.dial7.com/

Prices below are flat rate in a standard sedan.  The fare is NOT dependent on traffic delays. Tolls add ~  
$ 7.50 per bridge or tunnel depending on the route.  Add a 20% tip.  The more luxurious vehicles are 
higher fares than for the standard sedan fares below.

   John F Kennedy Airport to Brooklyn Cruise Terminal = $ 68 flat rate in a standard sedan.  

   LaGuardia Airport to Brooklyn Cruise Terminal = $ 52 flat rate in a standard sedan.

   Newark Liberty International Airport to Brooklyn Cruise Terminal = $ 95 flat rate in a standard sedan. 
   Note:  There are tolls of ~ $ 15 between Newark Liberty Airport and Brooklyn Cruise Terminal

It's not a good idea to arrive at a cruise terminal before embarkation starts.  
1. Check with your cruise line for the time period for embarkation.  Typically, a ship docks ~ 7-8 AM.  It 

takes about 4 hours to disembark passengers, so embarkation is typically from noon to 4 PM.  

2. Imagine hundreds to a thousand people arriving BEFORE embarkation STARTS.  No one can get on the
ship.  There is limited seating.  You may have to stand for an hour or more.  

3. Brooklyn and Cape Liberty Terminals give you a number and tell you to wait until the number is called. 
The public address system is not used to announce the numbers, so you'll never hear your number.  

4. “Elite priority boarding” on Princess Ships is meaningless if you arrive before embarkation starts. 

5. Plan to arrive at the cruise port about an hour AFTER embarkation is scheduled to start.  Otherwise, 
you'll be waiting in very long lines with angry, frustrated people.  It's not pleasant.  UGH!  

In New York there's a real possibility of heavy traffic and travel delays from the airports to the cruise terminals.
Hence,  it's  prudent to allow extra time to get to the port.   The problem this  creates is that you  might not
encounter traffic delays and arrive at the terminal early. 

I'm a great supporter of Princess Cruises as my favorite cruise line.  I don't want to criticize them, but “shit
happens.”  In October 2014, we booked a cruise on Royal Princess from Brooklyn Terminal.  Because we like
the convenience of the ship's airport transfer, we booked it from Newark Liberty Airport to Brooklyn Terminal.
Princess told us travel time could be 2 hours.  

We took the first transfer from the airport expecting a two-hour ride to arrive at Brooklyn after embarkation had
started.   To  our  surprise,  there  was  ~NO  traffic.   Our  bus  arrived  at  Brooklyn  Terminal  an  hour  before
embarkation started.  The next time I take the ship's transfer from the airport to the cruise terminal, I will not
take the first bus.  I'll take a later bus to ensure that I cannot arrive at the terminal before embarkation starts. 
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Cape Liberty Port is in Bayonne, New Jersey GPS = N 40°39′53.1″, W 74°04′18.6″

see  http://www.cruiseliberty.com/

The port is managed by the City of Bayonne with the Bayonne Local Redevelopment Authority.

Other than the Tear of Grief 911 Memorial, there are no tourist sites in the area and nothing within walking 
distance of the cruise terminal.  There are future plans to improve the port area.  The closest rail station is 34th 
Street Light Rail Station GPS =  N 40°40′18.5″, W 74°06′27″  It's two miles from the cruise terminal. 

Comments from Elizabeth Appel
We parked at the port.  My husband dropped me off where the shuttle buses were (easy access) and I 
waited for him.  It didn't take very long, and he didn't need to take a shuttle from the parking area as it 
was a short walk to the terminal.

The embarkation was OK for us.  We were in a Concierge Class cabin and were able to get in a fast line.
We waited for our number.  Shortly after we received our number, the agents ran out of numbers and 
stopped calling numbers.  Passengers who had numbers between 20 and 30 boarded really late because 
their numbers were never called.

Elizabeth Appel

Tear of Grief 911 Memorial & Verrazano Narrows Bridge (photo by Elizabeth Appel)

The “take a number” system at Cape Liberty and Brooklyn cruise ports is ridiculous!  There are not enough 
numbers for people boarding ships.  At Brooklyn Terminal, my number was 93.  The people behind me got 
number 21.  None of the numbers were called because the PA system did not work!  Tom Sheridan
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Cape Liberty Cruise Port Map

GPS for the Cruise Terminal = N 40°39′53.1″, W 74°04′18.6″

The closest rail station is 34th Street Light Rail Station  GPS =  N 40°40′18.5″, W 74°06′27″  It's two miles from the cruise terminal.

For information on the Tear or Grief 911 Memorial, see http://www.911monument.com/history.cfm
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Information from the cruise terminal website  http://www.cruiseliberty.com/

Cape Liberty...Your Closest Point to Sea

Cape Liberty has unparalleled views of the Statue of Liberty, New York Harbor and the Manhattan 
skyline. We offer ample parking, a convenient location and easy access to start and end your trip.
In the early stages of a major transformation by the City of Bayonne, the Peninsula will be home to new 
residents and businesses that will overlook a neighboring golf course, marina and park. 

Arriving by Train

Take the PATH train from Manhattan to Jersey City or Hoboken.  Outside the PATH Station, take the NJ 
Hudson-Bergen Light Rail train to Bayonne. Get off at the 34th Street Station in Bayonne.  You are now directly
across Route 440 from The Peninsula at Bayonne Harbor, which includes the Cape Liberty Cruise Port. Call one
of the three Bayonne cab companies to drive you to the cruise port, which is about two miles east of the Light 
Rail line.   

Bayonne Cab Companies

Archie’s Cab & Van Service  201-858-8800

Campbell Taxi  201-339-8300

Bayonne City Yellow Cab  201-339-5000

Download the New Jersey Transit Map  https://www.njtransit.com/pdf/LightRail/sf_lr_hblr_map.pdf

Arriving by Bus

The Port Authority Bus Terminal is in Manhattan.  See pages 4 and 5 of the this port guide for maps showing 
the bus terminal.. It is not only the nation's largest bus terminal, it's also the world's busiest.  In 2012, more than 
65 million passengers passed through the terminal.

From the Port Authority Bus Terminal, take the 99S bus to Bayonne.  The 99S bus travels along Kennedy 
Boulevard into Bayonne and stops on request every three blocks.  When you reach 33rd Street and Kennedy 
Boulevard in Bayonne, you will be at the closest point on the bus route to the cruise port.  Call one of the three 
Bayonne cab companies to drive you to the cruise port, which is about three miles east of Kennedy Boulevard.

Parking 

A safe, secured parking facility, operated by Central Parking, is conveniently located adjacent to the cruise 
terminal. Parking fees are $19 per day including state and local sales tax. Cash, travelers cheques and major 
credit cards are accepted. No reservations are necessary.  

The Most Common Transit Methods Between Airports and Cruise Ships Are:
• Ship's Airport Transfer, Taxis, and Limousines

Ship's Airport Transfer

To establish a “reference” for travel option between the airport and cruise terminal, get the airport transfer cost
and time from your cruise line.  Compare it with other travel options.  The travel time estimate for the ship's
airport bus is probably accurate.  Cruise lines need accurate travel time data to prepare their schedule for airport
transfers.  Travel time for a taxi or limousine should be the same as the ship's airport bus.

Usually, a taxi or limousine can save money for a couple because fares are per vehicle vs. the ship's transfer
price per person.  Although the ship's transfer is more expensive, I find it very convenient, low-stress travel.  I
don't have to stand in line waiting for a taxi.  I just get on the ship's bus and relax.  Traffic delays are not a
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concern because it's a fixed rate.  If you're on the bus for a long time, the toilet on the bus is convenient.  

Taxi

Taxi fares are complex.   see  http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/passenger/taxicab_rate.shtml
• New York taxis do not charge for additional passengers or bags.  However, taxis from Newark Liberty 

Airport in New Jersey can charge additional fees for luggage larger than 24 inches.
• The taxi meter typically reads $ 3 when you get into the cab.
• The metered rate is $ 2.50/mile.  When the taxi is in slow traffic or stopped, the metered rate is 50

cents/minute.  A one-hour delay due to stopped traffic will add ~ $ 30 to your taxi fare.
• Passengers must pay all bridge and tunnel tolls.  Toll prices (2015) are $ 9.75 (off-peak) and $ 11.75

(peak hour) for each bridge and tunnel.     see  http://www.panynj.gov/bridges-tunnels/tolls.html 
• Taxi drivers are not required to accept $ 20 or larger bills.
• Taxis accept cash and have readers for passengers to swipe their credit/debit/prepaid cards.  There are no

minimum fares nor surcharges for paying with a card for taxis originating in New York.  However, taxis
from Newark Liberty Airport in New Jersey charge a $ 5.50 surcharge for using a credit card. 

• “Flat rate fares” are available for a few routes so travel time does not affect the taxi fare.  
• Tipping the taxi driver 15-20% is customary and highly recommended.  

A Fast and Simple Way to Estimate Taxi Fares

I use    www.taxifarefinder.com/main.php?city=NY   Type the name of your airport and “Cape Liberty Cruise 
Port”.  The website instantly shows a map and the range of fares you would pay depending on time of day, 
traffic, and route.  The fare includes a 20% tip, but does not include tolls.  Add $ 9.75 to the fare for each bridge
or tunnel shown on the route map.  There are often alternate routes and pricing.  Taxi fares are shown below:

“John F Kennedy Airport” to “Cape Liberty Cruise Port”:
Metered Fare = $ 96 to $ 108  (including 20% tip).   Add $ 19.50 tolls plus a few nominal surcharges.

“LaGuardia Airport” to “Cape Liberty Cruise Port”
Metered Fare = $ 73 to $ 98  (including 20% tip).   Add $ 19.50 tolls plus a few nominal surcharges.

“Newark Liberty International Airport” to “Cape Liberty Cruise Port”
Metered Fare =$ 39 to $ 60 (including 20% tip).  Add $ 9.75 tolls plus a few nominal surcharges.

Limousine Service 
There are several limousine services.  The advantage of a limousine is that you don't have to stand in long lines
for a taxi.  The limousines are comfortable and arrange pick up based on arrival of your flight.  Most limousines
offer a flat rate service.  You have to pay tolls and are expected to pay a 20% tip.  

Use “Bayonne, New Jersey” as the destination address. 

Do a web search for limousine services.  I picked the Dial 7 Limousine Service at   http://www.dial7.com/

Prices below are flat rate in a standard sedan.  The fare is NOT dependent on traffic delays. Tolls add ~  
$ 7.50 per bridge or tunnel depending on the route.  Add a 20% tip.  The more luxurious vehicles are 
higher fares than for the standard sedan fares below.

   John F Kennedy Airport to Bayonne New Jersey = $ 94 flat rate in a standard sedan + $ 15 tolls.  
   LaGuardia Airport to Bayonne New Jersey = $ 80 flat rate in a standard sedan + $ 15 tolls.    .
   Newark Liberty Airport to Bayonne New Jersey = $ 50 flat rate in a standard sedan + $ 7.50 tolls.  . 
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User Feedback Is Welcome 
Goal
My guides are designed to help you plan a great cruise vacation by providing information such as where the 
ship docks, location of tourist sites, public transit, walking tour maps, things to see and do, travel issues unique 
to the port, etc.  Knowledge of ports is important when planning shore excursions because you have to make 
many decisions and commitments long before your ship docks.  I believe the information in this guide is 
accurate, however you are responsible to verify accuracy of the information that you use to plan your vacation.  

Information on cruise ports frequently changes such as bus routes, admission fees to sites, rental car locations, 
etc.  Cruise Critic is the best source for up-to-date, detailed information on travel details for shore excursions, 
reviews of cruise ships, etc.  There are many knowledgeable people on Cruise Critic who are willing to share 
their expertise and travel experience.  I highly recommend  www.CruiseCritic.com; it's free to join.   

Why feedback is important
User feedback helps me make corrections and improve the format and content in my quest to produce the
“ultimate” port guides.  I welcome offers to collaborate with me or provide materials for use in my guides.  

PLEASE Help “spread the word” about my website
The only negative feedback I get is, “I wish I knew about your port guides  before my vacation”.  Please tell
your friends and post a reference to my guides and website on the blogs.  To receive email notification when
new guides are available, send your email address to me at   TomsPortGuides@gmail.com

Copyright Notice & Terms and Conditions for Use of My Guides

My port guides and everything on my website www.TomsPortGuides.com is copyrighted by Thomas Sheridan
with all rights reserved, and protected by international copyright laws.  

PERMITTED USE:  Personal, non-commercial use of my port guides and/or material from my website.

I allow individuals to take my guides apart for personal, non-commercial use.  Many cruisers carry a map or a
few pages from my guide on a shore excursion.  That's OK.  I also allow people to post my guides on websites
they set up for fellow travelers to share information on shore excursions such as the websites set up by Cruise
Critic members for the Roll Calls.  That's OK.  My guides are for use and enjoyment of individual travelers.  

PROHIBITED USE of my port guides and/or material from my website.
NO person, company, organization, website, etc. is permitted to use material from my website for a commercial
purpose,  to  sell,  require  a membership to  download my port  guides,  or use my copyrighted material  for a
commercial purpose.  

NO person, company, organization, website, etc. is permitted to distribute excerpts from my guides or material
from my website as electronic, digital, or paper copies.  My Port Guides must be kept intact, as downloaded
from my website, with this copyright notice.  

NO Cruise Ship employee, representative, contractor, port lecturer, etc. is permitted to distribute excerpts from
my guides or material from my website as electronic, digital or paper copies.  My Port Guides must be kept
intact,  as downloaded from my website,  with this  copyright notice.   A blatant example of violation of my
copyright was a cruise ship docked in Copenhagen where the shore excursion desk personnel removed maps
from my guide, removed my name as the copyright owner, and copied/distributed my maps.  

Fortunately, a friend of mine on that ship complained to the purser and the ship stopped violating my copyright.

If there is any question about use of my guides, contact me at   TomsPortGuides@Gmail.com

Tom Sheridan
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